Calculation:

\[
\frac{\text{The sum of your practice bids} + \text{A quote directly from your provider}}{\text{(Grant Project Bid + Technical Assistance Estimate)}} = \text{Cost Per Ton}
\]

\[
\frac{\text{(COMET Planner CO2e x Practice Lifespan)}}{=} = \text{Cost Per Ton}
\]

- The sum of your practice bids
- A quote directly from your provider
- (Grant Project Bid + Technical Assistance Estimate)
- (COMET Planner CO2e x Practice Lifespan)
- Costs determined by the COMET tool linked in the application
- Ranges from 1-20 years depending on the practice
- Boosts discount this 30%
Example:

\[
\frac{($15,000 + $2,000)}{(35 \times 5 \text{ years}) + (75 \times 1 \text{ year})} = $68.00 \text{ per ton}
\]

Projects are ranked based on cost per ton. The lowest cost per ton projects are selected until funding is exhausted.

With a boost this becomes $40.80.